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Abstract: If a bulk gravitational path integral can be identified with an average of partition
functions over an ensemble of boundary quantum theories, then a corresponding moment
problem can be solved. We review existence and uniqueness criteria for the Stieltjes moment
problem, which include an infinite set of positivity conditions. The existence criteria are
useful to rule out an ensemble interpretation of a theory of gravity, or to indicate incompleteness
of the gravitational data. We illustrate this in a particular class of 2D gravities including
variants of the CGHS model and JT supergravity. The uniqueness criterium is relevant for
an unambiguous determination of quantities such as log Z(β) or the quenched free energy.
We prove in JT gravity that perturbation theory, both in the coupling which suppresses
higher-genus surfaces and in the temperature, fails when the number of boundaries is taken
to infinity. Since this asymptotic data is necessary for the uniqueness problem, the question
cannot be settled without a nonperturbative completion of the theory.
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Introduction

Long ago Coleman argued that microscopic Euclidean wormholes result in an ensemble of
low-energy effective field theories [1]. A variant of this idea could explain the factorization
puzzle in the context of holography [2]: consider a bulk path integral with two identical
boundaries, which we denote by B 2 ≡ B t B where t means disjoint union. Under the
conventional holographic dictionary this must be computing the partition function of two
copies of the dual quantum theory living on B, i.e. Z(B)2 . However, if there are wormhole
geometries that connect the two boundaries, the answer differs from the square of the gravity
result for Z(B).
There would be no puzzle if gravitational path integrals were to compute an ensemble
average over boundary duals:
P(B) ≡

XZ
M

DΦ e−SE = Z(B) ,

(1)

∂M =B

where M are bulk manifolds and Φ the collection of all bulk fields. Now it is natural to
expect
P(B 2 ) = Z(B)Z(B) 6= P(B)2 .
(2)
Perhaps it is more natural to attribute such puzzles to our poor understanding of gravity,
rather than a need to modify the dual quantum description. For instance, it is not clear if
additional stringy ingredients in the conventional examples of holography could not cancel
the undesired effect of wormholes.
However, in recent years Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) gravity [3,4], a two-dimensional dilatongravity model, has emerged as an example of such an ensemble duality. First, as describing
a particular low-energy sector of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model. SYK is a system
of fermions with random couplings [5–7], and several computations in JT gravity coupled
to additional matter fields have been shown to agree with disorder averaged quantities in
SYK [8, 9].
Pure JT gravity was later shown to be exactly dual, to all orders in perturbation theory,
to a matrix ensemble [10]. That is, the JT path integral with n boundaries of lengths
β1 , β2 , · · · , βn can be thought of as a particular limit, a so-called double scaling (DS) limit,
of the following correlation functions in a model of L × L random Hermitian matrices:
Z
PJT (β1 , β2 , · · · ) = Z(β1 )Z(β2 ) · · · = lim
DS

dH e−L Tr V (H) Tr exp (−β1 H) Tr exp (−β2 H) · · · .

(3)
In the double scaling limit one takes L → ∞ and focusses on the edge of the spectrum where
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the density of eigenvalues is controlled by a parameter eS0 , which appears in the JT path
integral as a coupling constant. The correspondence (3) holds then to all orders in e−S0 .
These results motivated exploring further the possibility of ensemble holography. Indeed
several other explicit 2D [11–15] and 3D [16, 17] examples have been proposed, as well as
hints of such a duality for richer bulk theories [18].
In this context, an interesting question was recently raised in [19]. Assuming an ensemble
interpretation of gravity, can we use the knowledge of Z(β)n for integer n, which we know
how to compute in gravity, to extract quantities for which there is no direct gravitational
recipe? An important example is the quenched free energy
1
Fq (β) = − log Z(β) .
β

(4)

At low temperature β → ∞, Fq (β) significantly deviates from its simpler counterpart, the
annealed free energy Fa (β) = −(1/β) log Z(β). Hence computing (4) is necessary in order to
determine low-temperature thermodynamic quantities. In this case the standard approach
is the replica method, i.e. analytic continuation in n:

1
Z(β)n − 1 .
n→0 n

log Z(β) = lim

(5)

\ see §3.1, and JT, see
The authors of [19] studied two explicit 2D models of gravity (CGHS,
§3.2) and emphasized that finding the “correct” analytic continuation is not straightforward,
involving perhaps the phenomenon of replica symmetry breaking. Indeed, as noted in
[19], without further input the analytic continuation is ambiguous: if fβ (z) is an analytic
continuation of Z(β)n away from the integers, then Fβ (z) = fβ (z) + gβ (z) sin(πz) for any
(entire) function gβ is as well. Moreover computing the limit in (5) with fβ gives fβ0 (0) while
computing it with Fβ gives fβ0 (0) + πgβ (0). So to compute log Z(β) via the replica trick
requires picking a preferred analytic continuation. At this stage it is unclear how this should
be done, or indeed if it can be.
Our goal here is to point out the relevance of the moment problem to the general
discussion of an ensemble interpretation of gravity, and the particular question about averages
of non-analytic functions of Z(B) such as the quenched free energy. Suppose we choose the
boundary geometry B such that Z(B) ≥ 0 for a unitary theory. This would for instance be
the case if Z(B) were the thermal partition function, in which case we would denote it by
Z(β) as we have above. If gravity computes an ensemble average over unitary theories, then
the sequence

(Pn )n≥0 ≡ 1, P(B), P(B 2 ), · · ·
(6)
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represents the integer moments of a measure µB on the positive real axis:
Z

n

P(B ) = Z(B)n ≡

∞

dµB (Z) Z n .

(7)

0

This implies an infinite set of consistency conditions on this sequence, including
P(B) = Z(B) ≥ 0,


2
P(B 2 ) − P(B)2 = Z(B) − Z(B) ≥ 0,

···

(8)

If such a measure exists, it may or may not be unique. For example, (n+1)n≥0 = (1, 2, 3, · · · )
is not the moment sequence of any measure on R (let alone on R+ ), the moments (n!)n≥0
are unique, among all measures with support on R, to the measure dµ(x) = dx e−x which
has support on R+ only, and the measures [20]


1
1
2
exp − (log x) [1 + λ sin (2π log x)] ,
dµ(x) = dx √
2
2π x


2
with support on R+ all have the same moment sequence en /2

λ ∈ [−1, 1]

(9)

. Necessary and sufficient
n≥0

conditions on (Pn )n≥0 such that a measure exists and is unique are reviewed in §2.
As an application of these conditions, we show in §3.1 that µB does not exist for the
\ model, a particular 2D dilaton-gravity
multi-boundary partition functions of the CGHS
theory. The same conclusion holds more generally for any gravitational theory in which
\
the connected correlator P(B n )conn vanishes for all but finitely many n. Thus either CGHS
gravity is not dual to an ensemble of unitary quantum theories, or its prediction for P(B n )
is incomplete. This latter possibility is indeed realized in two examples of JT supergravity
as we will further discuss in §3.1.
On the other hand if we know that µB exists, whether or not there is an unambiguous
answer for Fq (given the gravitational data) depends on the uniqueness of µB . This can
be inferred from the data Z(β)n on the integers alone, i.e. from the moments of µB (see
Theorem 2 in §2). The auxiliary machinery of analytic continuation required by the replica
trick (5) is immaterial: when µB is unique by moments then unambiguously
Z
log Z =

∞

dµB (Z) log(Z) ,

(10)

0

and when µB is not unique by moments then uniquely determining log Z from the Z n is
not possible. In the latter case there does not exist a preferred analytic continuation in (5);
the limit is ambiguous and depends on what exactly is meant by “average” on the left-hand
side of (5). In the former case we should note that we have merely proven that the unique
3

determination of log Z (or more generally any f (Z)) from the Z n is possible in principle. We
have not given an algorithm which computes log Z from the Z n ; reconstructing a measure
with infinite support from its moments is a difficult task in general (e.g. [21]).
The above motivates the study of the uniqueness problem in the case of JT gravity, where
the ensemble dual is known to exist (§3.2). However, this requires information about the
asymptotic behavior of the moments, namely Z(β)n as n → ∞. This is not available in
the current, perturbative formulation of JT. We will show in the appendix that both the
perturbative genus expansion in e−S0 , and the low-temperature expansion in 1/β break down
as n → ∞. As a result, without a nonperturbative definition of the theory it is not possible
to establish the uniqueness of µβ . This nonperturbative definition (of JT or its dual matrix
integral) has in turn been argued in [10] to be non-unique.

2

The Stieltjes moment problem

Among the questions posed in the “Stieltjes moment problem” are the following: given a
sequence of real numbers (Pn )n≥0 , when does there exist a (non-negative Borel) measure on
the positive real axis for which Pk is its kth moment, and when is this measure unique? These
questions were formulated and answered (in some form) by Stieltjes [20] in 1894, and are still
an active research topic today. Among other things one is interested in necessary or sufficient
conditions for the existence or uniqueness of a solution (famous sufficient (non-)uniqueness
conditions include Carleman’s condition [22], reviewed in Theorem 3 below, and Krein’s
condition [23]), but also in questions such as how to characterize the set of measures with
equal moments (see e.g. [24–27]). There is a large body of literature on this topic: two
classic references are [21,28], a recent book is [29] and a review of checkable1 (non-)uniqueness
criteria is [30]. Extensions of the original Stieltjes moment problem exist where the measure is
restricted to have support on a given closed subset of R, as do generalizations to multisequences
and multivariate measures with support on a closed subset of Rn . The moment problem on
R is known as the Hamburger moment problem while the moment problem on an interval is
known as the Hausdorff moment problem.
Here we simply collect three theorems – necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence and uniqueness of a solution to a univariate Stieltjes moment problem – that
mathematicians have proven (refs. [20], [31, 32] and [22] respectively). Some definitions
first: we will further abbreviate P ≡ (P0 , P1 , P2 , · · · ) and define the shifted sequence
EP ≡ (P1 , P2 , P3 , · · · ). Corresponding to a sequence P we define for each positive integer N
1

I.e. those that are formulated directly in terms of a given moment sequence or – for non-uniqueness
results – a given solution; these are most useful for our problem (1).
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the symmetric N × N Hankel matrix HN (P) where (HN )ij = Pi−1+j−1 , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . Finally
P is called positive semidefinite if HN (P) is positive semidefinite for all N , which we denote
by P  0.
Theorem 1 (necessary and sufficient for existence) A sequence P corresponds to the
moments of a measure on the positive real axis if and only if P and EP are positive
semidefinite, i.e.
P  0 and EP  0 .
(11)
If P satisfies Theorem 1, it is called a “Stieltjes moment sequence”. As two examples of
these positivity conditions, consider the positivity of H2 (P) and H2 (EP). Setting P0 = 1
the former states P2 − (P1 )2 ≥ 0. If P1 = x and P2 = x2 are the first and second moments
of a (positive) measure then this inequality is satisfied because P2 − (P1 )2 = (x − x)2 ,
the variance, is the expectation value of a positive random variable. More generally p(x)2
must be positive for any polynomial p, which is equivalent to the statement that P is
positive semidefinite (e.g. [29]). From H2 (EP)  0 we get P3 P1 − (P2 )2 ≥ 0, which must be
positive if the measure is supported on the positive real axis because P3 = x3 and therefore

2
P3 P1 − (P2 )2 = x x1/2 x − x2 /x1/2 . Requiring that x q(x)2 is positive for all polynomials
q generates the positivity conditions on the HN (EP) and vice versa. For the Hamburger
moment problem only P is required to be positive semidefinite: a sequence P corresponds
to the moments of a measure on the whole real axis if and only if P is positive semidefinite
(Hamburger’s theorem [33]). For the Hausdorff moment problem on [0, 1] we require P  0
and EP  E(EP).
Theorem 2 (necessary and sufficient for uniqueness) A Stieltjes moment sequence P
corresponds to the moments of exactly one measure on the positive real axis if and only if
the smallest eigenvalue of either the HN (P) or the HN (EP) tends to 0 as N → ∞, i.e.
lim λmin (HN (P)) = 0

N →∞

or

lim λmin (HN (EP)) = 0 .

N →∞

(12)

Notice that for any sequence P, the sequence (λmin (H1 (P)), λmin (H2 (P)), · · · ) is decreasing.
This can be seen from the identity λmin (H) = min {Hij ci cj } and the fact that HN is a leading
||c||=1

principal submatrix of HN +1 .
Employing Theorem 2 requires certain control over the smallest eigenvalue of HN (P) and
HN (EP) as N → ∞. A similar remark pertains to Theorem 1. However Theorem 1 could be
usefully employed to prove that P is not a moment sequence; we can, perhaps numerically,
verify the (non-)positivity of HN (P) and HN (EP) for N as large as is feasible.
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It is more stringent for a solution to a Hamburger moment problem to be unique: a
Hamburger moment sequence P corresponds to the moments of exactly one measure on the
whole real axis if and only if the smallest eigenvalue of the HN (P) tends to 0 as N → ∞. A
solution to the Hausdorff moment problem is always unique.
Theorem 3 (sufficient for uniqueness) A Stieltjes moment sequence P corresponds to
the moments of exactly one measure on the positive real axis if
∞
X

Pn−1/2n = ∞ .

n=1

Qualitatively, the moments should not diverge too quickly. Notice that this is merely a
sufficient uniqueness condition, it is not necessary – there can be no characterization of
uniqueness based on the growth rate of the moments (see [29]). A stronger but more userfriendly result that follows is:
Corollary 1 (stronger sufficient uniqueness condition) A Stieltjes moment sequence
P corresponds to the moments of exactly one measure on the positive real axis if there exists
a positive constant c such that
Pn ≤ cn (2n)!
(13)
for all positive integers n.
For the Hamburger moment problem it is sufficient that the even order moments are bounded,
but more stringently so: P2n ≤ dn (2n)! for a d > 0 and all n.
Connected components – In the context of the ensemble interpretation of gravity, the
Pn above are the full n-point correlators P(B n ). In terms of the connected components we
have the following sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the measure on Z(B) (assuming
it exists in the first place):
Pconn,` < c`

(2`)!
B`

for a c > 0 and all ` .

(14)

Here B` is the `th Bell number, which counts the number of partitions of a set of size ` into
subsets of any size. For the Hamburger moment problem we have a similar sufficient bound:
Pconn,` < d` `!/B` for a d > 0 and all `.
To see why (14) is sufficient, one can start from the expression of the full n-point correlator
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in terms of the connected components:
X

Pn =
Pn

`=1

k2
k1
kn
,
· · · Pconn,n
Pconn,2
(counting factor) Pconn,1

(15)

` k` =n

where the counting factor counts the amount of ways that a set of n elements can be
partitioned into k1 groups of one, k2 groups of two, . . . and kn groups of n.2 Since the
sequence

1/`
(2`)!
, ` = 1, 2, · · ·
(16)
B`
is increasing, we deduce from (14) that for all ` ≤ n
k`
Pconn,`

`k`

<c



(2`)!
B`

k`


`k` /n
n (2n)!
≤ c
.
Bn

Using this in (15) leads to (13).
Eq. (14) involves the Bell numbers, which are bounded as follows [34]:
B` < (0.792 `/ log(` + 1))`
Using this and `! >
condition,

for all ` ∈ N \ {0} .

(17)

√
2π` (`/e)` we can write a stronger but more familiar-looking sufficient
1/`

∃c > 0 : ∀` ∈ N \ {0} : Pconn,` < c ` log(` + 1) .

(18)

Multivariate measures – Finally we mention additional consistency conditions on the
m
F
ensemble average interpretation of gravity (1). These can be obtained by taking B =
Bini
i=1

in (1) and considering the multisequence that arises, which is identified with the moments
of a multivariate measure:
!
Z ∞
m
G
ni
nm
P
Bi
≡ Pn1 n2 ···nm =
dµtB (Z) Z1n1 Z2n2 · · · Zm
.
(19)
0

i=1

This sets up a multidimensional moment problem on (R+ )m rather than a univariate one on
R+ . Less is known about the solution to this considerably more difficult problem, which is
tied to the unknown classification of the non-negative polynomials on (R+ )m for m > 1 by the
Riesz-Haviland theorem [35]. For example, Stieltjes’ existence theorem (Theorem 1 above)
– specifically the “if” direction – does not generalize to the m > 1 problem. See [29, 36, 37]
2

A closed-form expression is n!/

Qn

ki
i=1 (ki )!(i!) .
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for a discussion of known results, including mention of a necessary existence criterium (also
an infinite set of positivity conditions, called “complete positivity”) and Nussbaum’s [38]
sufficient existence criterium, and [39] for a collection of (non-)uniqueness criteria. In this
last regard it is worth noting Petersen’s theorem [40], which states that if Pn1 n2 ···nm is a
(Stieltjes) moment multisequence which is such that all the marginal (moment) sequences
Pn1 00···0 , P0n2 00···0 , · · · , P00···0nm are determinate (i.e. there is a unique univariate measure
with these moments), then Pn1 n2 ···nm is determinate. The marginals in this case are all of
the type (P(B n ))n≥0 for some choice of B. So if we would know that Pn1 n2 ···nm is a Stieltjes
moment multisequence for all m ≥ 1, the determinacy of these sequences would follow from
the determinacy of the m = 1 sequences (for all choices of B).

3
3.1

Examples
\ (-like theories)
CGHS

\ model [41] is a simplified version of CGHS dilaton-gravity [42] involving a metric,
The CGHS
two scalars and a U (1) gauge field in two dimensions. The dilaton acts as a Lagrange
multiplier in the path integral, selecting flat geometries. In two dimensions these are the
disk and the cylinder only. The other scalar is constant on-shell and sets the temperature
of black hole solutions. The path integral over all two-geometries that have a boundary
consisting of n disconnected circles, all of equal length β, is (from Eq. (15), cf. [19])
n

Pn (β) = Pdisk (β)

bn/2c 


n
0
(2n0 − 1)!! r(β)n ,
0
2n

X

n0 =0

(20)

where [43, 44]
2π
2π 2
Pcylinder
.
, Pdisk = 2 , Pcylinder =
r=
2
Pdisk
β
β

(21)

We have made a choice of units here for the boundary value of the dilaton and for the
normalization of the symplectic form in [43, 44] which corresponds with [19].
Since the only connected contributions to (20) are the disk and the cylinder, we can
immediately infer the following Gaussian measure which has the Pn (β) as its moments,
1
dµβ (Z) = √
exp
2πσ
µ = Pdisk ,



−(Z − µ)2
2σ 2

σ 2 = Pcylinder .


dZ ,

(22)
(23)

That this measure is unique follows from Corollary 1 in §2 (more precisely, its variant for
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the connected correlators and the Hamburger moment problem stated below (14)). Since
this measure has support on negative values of Z, no identification as an ensemble average
over unitary theories can be made for (20).
It follows from Theorem 1 that the sequence P = (Pn )n≥0 is positive semidefinite for all
β, and that EP = (Pn )n≥1 is not positive semidefinite for any β. For example, one may verify
that H2 (EP) has a negative eigenvalue for all β > βc ≡ 21/3 (see §2 for the definition of the
2
Hankel matrices), the inverse temperature above which Pcylinder > Pdisk
and contributions
from wormholes start dominating Pn . For N ≥ 2, HN (EP) is positive semidefinite only on
successively smaller intervals · · · ⊂ [0, βN +1 ] ⊂ [0, βN ] ⊂ · · · ⊂ [0, βc ] with limN →∞ βN = 0.
Marcinkiewicz’ theorem [45] states that the Gaussian distributions are the only probability
measures on R with a polynomial cumulant generating function, i.e. with only a finite number
of nonzero connected correlators. This implies that gravitational theories which have more
than two but only finitely many non-vanishing connected correlators Pconn,n , cannot be dual
to an ensemble. In fact in this case even more general (“nonphysical”) ensembles which allow
for negative values of Z are not allowed.
The above conclusions hold only if the gravity computation for Pn is reliable. Otherwise,
one could only conclude that the ensemble interpretation implies that the gravitational result
is incomplete. For instance, there are two examples of JT supergravity where there is no
connected gravitational contribution with more than two boundaries [11]. Hence, on the
\ On the other hand, they are
gravity side these theories fall into the same category as CGHS.
shown in [11] to be dual to two Altland-Zirnbauer matrix ensembles with parameters α = 0, 2
and β = 2. In these ensembles Z(β) > 0. Hence it is the nonperturbative contributions to
Pn , inferred from the matrix model side, that allow the full answer to be compatible with
an ensemble interpretation.

3.2

JT gravity

As mentioned in the Introduction, for JT gravity Saad, Shenker and Stanford [10] showed
the existence of an ensemble interpretation (3) which implies a measure µβ on Z(β) in (7).
A remaining question in the context of the moment problem is whether µβ is unique by
moments or not. Theorem 2 in §2 gives an answer to this question in principle. Naturally
the answer depends on the behavior of Pn (or Pconn,n ) as n → ∞.
This knowledge is not available in the definition of Pn as an asymptotic perturbative series
because it breaks down when n becomes large enough. We prove this statement in detail
in the appendix, for two well-known ways in which the JT path integral can be expressed
as an asymptotic series, i.e. the genus expansion in e−S0 [10] and the 1/β expansion [46, 47]
that is obtained by a partial resummation of the genus expansion. The structure of the
9

genus expansion and its breakdown are reminiscent of the breakdown of string perturbation
theory with large number of external legs [48]. On the other hand, the 1/β expansion has
a qualitatively different structure. The leading term at any n coincides with the Airy limit
result PnAiry , which is obtained by taking S0 → ∞ but keeping x ≡ βe−2S0 /3 fixed.
We conclude that a solely perturbative definition of the JT path integral does not supply
us with enough information to determine log Z(β) and hence the quenched free energy.3
However, it turns out even in the Airy limit where the PnAiry are all known (at least in
principle) [50], it is not easy to determine the uniqueness of the distribution. In particular,
the moments grow too fast with n to satisfy the sufficient condition for uniqueness in
Corollary 1:
exp(n3 x3 /24)
.
(24)
PnAiry (x) ∼ √
n→∞
2π(nx)3/2
In a recent work [51] we took a different approach and calculated log Z(β) directly in the
matrix ensemble, in the limit β → ∞. The result is valid up to perturbative corrections in
1/β and doubly nonperturbative corrections of order exp(−#1 exp(#2 S0 )) with #1,2 = O(1).

4

Conclusions

The ensemble interpretation of gravity can be tested and refined using the tools that have
been developed to study the moment problem. We reviewed some of these tools and applied
them to a few simple models of 2D gravity. While these examples were two-dimensional,
the connection between the ensemble interpretation and the moment problem holds in any
spacetime dimension. As we have seen in the examples of JT gravity and JT supergravity,
these tools are often useful in showing when the gravity results are incomplete or ambiguous
to determine the properties of the putative ensemble dual. Therefore, they can point to
important nonperturbative corrections.
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Appendix: perturbative JT gravity
jointly with Peter Zograf
In this appendix we first review two ways of expressing the JT gravity path integral as an
asymptotic series, closely following [10, 19, 46]. These are the genus expansion (25) and the
low-temperature expansion (38). Along the way we review some properties of the WeilPetersson volume polynomials that are relevant to JT gravity. Using bounds respected by
the intersection numbers of ψ-classes on Mg,n , the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the
moduli space of complete hyperbolic surfaces of genus g with n punctures, we show in two
subsections that both the genus expansion and the low-temperature expansion fail (in a way
that we will clarify) when the amount of boundaries n is taken to infinity.
One way to write the path integral in JT gravity which connects n ≥ 1 circular boundaries,
all of equal length β, is via the following asymptotic series in the small parameter e−2S0 (the
genus expansion):
∞
X
Pconn,n (β) =
e−(2g+n−2)S0 Zg,n (β)
(25)
g=0

where
Zg,n (β) =

n Z
Y
i=1

!

∞

dbi bi Ztrumpet (bi , β) Vg,n (b)

(26)

0

√
2
for (g, n) ∈
/ {(0, 1), (0, 2)}, Z0,1 (β) = ( 2πβ 3/2 )−1 e2π /β , Z0,2 (β) = 1/(4π) and Ztrumpet (b, β) =
2
(2πβ)−1/2 e−b /(2β) (the same normalization conventions as in [10, 19] are chosen, in which
V0,3 (b) = 1). Vg,n (b) for all g, n is an even, symmetric polynomial of degree 2(3g + n − 3)
with positive coefficients [52],
Vg,n (b) =

X

2α1 2α2
n
c(g)
· · · b2α
,
n
α b1 b2

(27)

|α|≤3g+n−3

P
where |α| ≡ ni=1 αi . It is the Weil-Petersson volume of the moduli space of genus g Riemann
surfaces with n geodesic boundaries of lengths b = (b1 , b2 , · · · , bn ). Mirzakhani [52] gave a
(g)
recursion relation that computes the cα . They can be written as
c(g)
α

1
= |α|
2 α! p!

Z

ψ1α1 ψ2α2 · · · ψnαn ω1p

(28)

Mg,n

where p = 3g + n − 3 − |α|, α! ≡ α1 !α2 ! · · · αn !, ω1 = 2π 2 κ1 where κ1 is the first MumfordMorita-Miller class and the ψj are the ψ-classes on Mg,n . Plugging (27) into (26) and
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performing the integrals gives

Zg,n (β) =

β
2π

n/2

X

(2β)|α| c(g)
α α! .

(29)

|α|≤3g+n−3

We have the following useful inequalities [53, 54]:
(g)

|α|
c(g)
≤ c0 = Vg,n (0) ,
α (2α + 1)! 4

(30)

Vg,n (0) ≤ Vg,n (b) ≤ e|b|/2 Vg,n (0) ,

(31)

for all α, g, n and b. At large n and fixed g we have the result [55]
Vg,n (0) ∼ ag C n n(5g−7)/2 n! as n → ∞ ,

(32)

for some ag , C > 0, while at large g and fixed n we have [56]
α
Vg,n (0) ∼ √ (4π 2 )2g+n−3 (2g + n − 3)! as g → ∞ ,
g

(33)

√
for a (g, n)-independent constant α (approximately equal to 1/ π [57]).
We can derive the following two bounds on the terms in the genus expansion (25) (valid
for all n and g) from the inequalities (31):
r

β
2π

where

!n
≤

Z
f (β) =

Zg,n (β)
≤ f (β)n ,
Vg,n (0)

(34)

∞

db b Ztrumpet (b, β) eb/2 .

(35)

0

With the lower bound in (34) and the asymptotic behavior (33) at large g we can
demonstrate that the genus expansion (25) is asymptotic (in the variable e−2S0 ) for any
fixed n:
e

−(2g+n−2)S0

Zg,n ≥ e

−(2g+n−2)S0

∼e

−(2g+n−2)S0




β
2π

n/2

β
2π

n/2

Vg,n (0)

(36)

α
√ (4π 2 )2g+n−3 (2g + n − 3)! ,
g

(37)

as g → ∞. It follows that when g = O(eS0 ) × (function of n) the higher-genus terms in the
expansion certainly start dominating.
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Using (29) in (25) gives
Pconn,n

∞
 x n/2
X
n−3
=
(2x)
β −`
2π
`=0

∞
X

!
3g

(2x) P`,g,n

,

(38)

g=0

X

P`,g,n ≡ Θ (3g + n − 3 − `) × 2−`

c(g)
α α! ,

|α|=3g+n−3−`

where x ≡ β e−2S0 /3 and Θ is the unit step function. In this expression we have traded the
asymptotic genus expansion (25) in e−2S0 for an asymptotic expansion in 1/β.4 Note that in
contrast to the expression (25), the sums over genus in (38) converge, since the partial sums
form an increasing sequence which is bounded above:
(2x)3g

X

c(g)
α α! ≤

|α|=3g+n−3−`

(2x)3g

Vg,n (0)
43g+n−3−`
3g

≤

(2x)

Vg,n (0)
43g+n−3−`

X
|α|=3g+n−3−`

X

α!
(2α + 1)!

(α!)−1

|α|=3g+n−3−`

n3g+n−3−`
V
(0)
g,n
43g+n−3−`
(3g + n − 3 − `)!

3g
1
2mx
as g → ∞ ,
. h(n) π 4/3
3
g!
3g

=

(2x)

(39)

where h is an inconsequential function and we’ve used the bound (30) and the asymptotic
behavior (33).
In the following two subsections we will investigate the two asymptotic series (25) and
(38) for the same quantities Pconn,n (valid in different parameter regimes, however) in the
limit where n becomes large. Not surprisingly, we will conclude that the perturbation
theory implicit in the asymptotic series fails in both cases. By this we mean the following:
at fixed n we can always take S0 or β large enough so that the first (few) terms in (25)
and (38) respectively provide a good approximation to the quantity Pconn,n . Now instead,
in view of the bounds discussed in §2 related to the moment problem, we would like to
know how Pconn,n behaves as n → ∞ while the other parameters are held fixed. Without
resumming/nonperturbatively completing (25) and (38) this knowledge cannot be obtained:
as n → ∞, with β and S0 held fixed, the g = 1 (` = 1) term eventually becomes dominant
4

That this expansion is asymptotic (for fixed n ≥ 3) can be seen as follows: at any fixed level ` ≥ n − 3,
(G)
the coefficient of β −` will contain a term (2x)3G 2−` cα α! where 3G = ` + 3 − n + q with q = 0, 1 or 2, and
(G)
(G)
|α| = q. If we take ` → ∞, then G → ∞. We can then use [56, Theorem 4.1] to conclude that cα ∼ c0
which behaves as in (33) as G → ∞. This behavior contains a (2G)! which beats all other factors. The
transition happens when ` = O(β 3/2 ).
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compared to the g = 0 (` = 0) term. We now show this in detail.

Genus expansion fails at large n
In the genus expansion (25) of Pconn,n we consider the ratio of the genus g + 1 contribution
to the genus g contribution, and bound it below as follows:
X
e−(2(g+1)+n−2)S0 Zg+1,n
= e−2S0
−(2g+n−2)S
0
e
Zg,n

X

(2β)|α| c(g+1)
α!
α

|α|≤3g+n

X

(2β)|γ| c(g)
γ γ!
|γ|≤3g+n−3

≥ e−2S0

α!
(2β)|α| c(g+1)
α

|α|≤3g+n−3

X

(2β)|γ| c(g)
γ γ!

.

|γ|≤3g+n−3

The following inequality holds:
c(g+1)
>
α

62π 6
(2g + n − 2)c(g)
α ,
315

(40)

for all α (with |α| ≤ 3g + n − 3), g and n. It follows that certainly when n > O(e2S0 ) it is
no longer justified to neglect any higher-genus contributions.
To derive (40) we start with [56, (2.12)], and note
(2α + 1)! 2|α| c(g+1)
≡ [τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g+1,n > Bα > 16a3 [τ1 τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n+1
α

(41)

where a3 = 31π 6 /30240. We will use [58, 59]
(2g + n − 2)[τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n

3g+n−2
1 X (−1)l−1 l π 2l−2
[τl τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n+1 .
=
2 l=1
(2l + 1)!

(42)

Now, the right-hand side of this equation equals the l = 1 term plus a negative contribution.
This can be seen from the inequality [τl τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n+1 > [τl+1 τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n+1 (see

e.g. [54, Lemma 3.6] or [56, (4.5)]) and the fact that l π 2l−2 /(2l + 1)! l≥1 is a decreasing
sequence. Therefore
(2g + n − 2)[τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n <
Putting (41) and (43) together gives (40).
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1
[τ1 τα1 τα2 · · · ταn ]g,n+1 .
12

(43)

1/β expansion fails at large n
In (38) we would like to compare the ` = 1 contribution to the ` = 0 contribution as n → ∞
for arbitrary but fixed x ≡ βe−2S0 /3 , i.e. we are interested in the ratio
P∞
P
(g)
3g
1
2π 2 F1 (x, n)
g=0 (2x)
|α|=3g+n−4 cα α!
Rn (x) ≡
,
=
P∞
P
0
(g )
3g 0
2β
β F0 (x, n)
g 0 =0 (2x)
|γ|=3g 0 +n−3 cγ γ!
∞
∞
X Z
X
X
(g)
d1
dn
3g
x3g F0 (n) ,
F0 (x, n) =
x
ψ1 · · · ψn ≡
g=0

F1 (x, n) =

∞
X

x

3g

g=0

=

∞
X
g=0

Mg,n

|d|=3g+n−3

X

Z

X

(45)

g=0

ψ1d1 · · · ψndn κ1

Mg,n

|d|=3g+n−4

x3g

(44)

Z

|d|=3g+n−4

2
≡
ψ1d1 · · · ψndn ψn+1

Mg,n+1

∞
X

(g)

x3g F1 (n) ,

(46)

g=0

where we’ve assumed n ≥ 4 and used (28). From the bound (39) it follows that the series
defining F0 and F1 have infinite radii of convergence in x. (A closed-form expression for
F0 (x, n) is known [50] but we will not use it in the following.) Our strategy is to bound
(g)
(g)
below the individual ratios F1 (n)/F0 (n) for each g. For g = 0 we have the following
result due to Kontsevich,


Z
n−3
d1
dn
ψ1 · · · ψn =
(47)
d
M0,n
from which it follows that
(n − 2)(n − 3) n−4
n
,
2
(0)
F0 (n) = nn−3 .
(0)

F1 (n) =

So

(0)

F1 (n)
(0)

F0 (n)

=

(n − 2)(n − 3)
.
2n

(48)
(49)

(50)

At large n this is bounded below by a linear function in n. We aim to show the same is
R
true for all other g too. Using Witten’s notation hτd1 τd2 · · · τdn ig ≡ Mg,n ψ1d1 · · · ψndn (where
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|d| = 3g + n − 3), the Virasoro constraints imply [60, 61]
n
X

1
(2dj + 3) (2dj + 1) hτd1 · · · τdj +1 · · · τdn ig + h(τ0 )2 τd1 · · · τdn ig−1
2
j=1
Y
Y
1 X
+
hτ0
τdi ig0 hτ0
τdj ig−g0 .
(51)
2 n=ItJ
i∈I
j∈J

15hτd1 · · · τdn τ2 ig =

¯

Here n is the collection {1, 2, · · · , n} which we are to partition into two disjoint subsets I
¯
and J.
It follows that
(g)
15F1 (n)

>

X

n
X

(2dj + 3) (2dj + 1) hτd1 · · · τdj +1 · · · τdn i ,

(52)

|d|=3g+n−4 j=1

where we have suppressed the index g in the Witten notation because in the following we
will only be considering intersection numbers on Mg,n . We’d like to compare this with
(g)

F0 (n) =

X

hτα1 · · · ταn i

|α|=3g+n−3

=

X
0 of α’s are 0

hτα1 · · · ταn i +

X

hτα1 · · · ταn i + · · · +

1 of α’s is 0

X

hτα1 · · · ταn i .

n − 1 of α’s are 0

(53)
The rewriting in the second equality is possible when g ≥ 1 (when g = 0 at least 3 α’s
must be zero). Let us consider the first contribution in (53). Every element of this sum
can be written in n ways as hτα1 · · · ταn i = hτ(α1 −1)+1 · · · ταn i = hτα1 τ(α2 −1)+1 · · · ταn i = · · · =
hτα1 τα2 · · · τ(αn −1)+1 i. Since each of these n appear in the sum in (52) with a coefficient greater
than one, we have hτα1 · · · ταn i < (those contributions in (52))/n for every hτα1 · · · ταn i appearing
in the first sum in (53). Consider then an element in the second sum in (53) with, say,
α1 = 0. This can be written in n − 1 ways as hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i = hτ0 τ(α2 −1)+1 τα3 · · · ταn i =
hτ0 τα2 τ(α3 −1)+1 · · · ταn i = · · · = hτ0 τα2 · · · τ(αn −1)+1 i, all of which appear in the sum in (52)
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(and we had not considered previously), namely as
(2α2 + 1)(2α2 − 1)hτ0 τ(α2 −1)+1 τα3 · · · ταn i + (2α3 + 1)(2α3 − 1)hτ0 τα2 τ(α3 −1)+1 · · · ταn i + · · ·
+ (2αn + 1)(2αn − 1)hτ0 τα2 τα3 · · · τ(αn −1)+1 i (54)
n
X
= hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i ×
(2αi + 1)(2αi − 1)
(55)
i=2

≥ hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i ×

n
X

(4αi − 1)

(56)

i=2

= [12(g − 1) + 3n + 1] hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i

(57)

> nhτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i ,

(58)

and therefore, as before, hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i < (the corresponding contributions in (52))/n for
every hτ0 τα2 · · · ταn i in the second sum in (53). Of course the same holds for contributions
with any other single α set to zero (and the corresponding contributions in (52) are different
from the ones we’ve considered before). Finally consider the general scenario where 0 ≤ m ≤
n − 1 α’s are set to zero, say, the first m. In the same way
(2αm+1 + 1)(2αm+1 − 1)h(τ0 )m τ(αm+1 −1)+1 ταm+2 · · · ταn i

(59)

+ (2αm+2 + 1)(2αm+2 − 1)h(τ0 )m ταm+1 τ(αm+2 −1)+1 · · · ταn i
+ · · · + (2αn + 1)(2αn − 1)h(τ0 )m ταm+1 ταm+2 · · · τ(αn −1)+1 i
n
X
m
(2αi + 1)(2αi − 1)
= h(τ0 ) ταm+1 ταm+2 · · · ταn i ×
≥ h(τ0 )m ταm+1 ταm+2 · · · ταn i ×

i=m+1
n
X

(4αi − 1)

(60)
(61)

i=m+1

= [12(g − 1) + 3n + m] h(τ0 )m ταm+1 ταm+2 · · · ταn i

(62)

> nh(τ0 )m ταm+1 ταm+2 · · · ταn i .

(63)

(g)

(g)

This proves that for g ≥ 1, 15F1 (n) > nF0 (n) for all n ≥ 4. Including the g = 0 result,
we have
(g)
n
F1 (n)
>
(64)
(g)
15
F0 (n)
for all g ≥ 0 and all n ≥ 5. This proves that the ratio (44) diverges as n → ∞ for any x > 0.
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